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brookfield

The Brookfield chair comes complete
with moulded back, contoured seat,
4 point pelvic harness, contoured
chest harness, back extension
and height adjustable armrest as
standard.

Increased stability

Greater adjustability

Perfect for customization

The Brookfield is a robust chair for

The Brookfield offers seat height

Each child is unique. The Brookfield

children from an early age to young

and depth adjustability. As an

has been carefully designed to

adults who require moderate levels

additional feature, the back can

provide your child with a high level

of postural support when seated.

also be adjusted in height. This

of customization; this means that

The Brookfield has a unique

allows even greater flexibility

the needs of your child are brought

moulded back as standard to

and enables the chair to grow

to the forefront. By using the chair

promote central alignment while

with your child.

and the accessories together we

your child is seated.

can offer a highly tailored solution.

Brookfield technical data

all dimensions in inches unless otherwise stated

Seat depth

Back height

Max user
weight (lbs)

Product
weight (lbs)

12.8

8.7 - 12.6

14.4 - 19.3

121.3

26

14.4

10.8 - 15.2

16.1 - 20.9

143.3

39

13.6 - 17.5

17.1

14.0 - 18.3

17.7 - 23.2

165.3

51

16.7 - 22.6

17.1

16.7 - 22.4

19.9 - 25.4

187.4

62

Item #

Size*

Seat to floor
height**

Width

6571

1LB

10.0 - 13.0

6573

2LB

11.0 - 15.0

6575

3LB

6577

4LB

* Each size comes with a back extension as part of the package.
**Height of chair with contoured seat.

seating

brookfield
Pommel

accessories

4 mobile legs with 3in
casters

Reversible footboard

Encourages hip abduction

ITEM # LG001 - LG004
Casters can be locked

Provides foot support & prevents
unwanted chair movement

Adjustable footrest

Folding footrest1

Footplate & straps2

ITEM # FR002 - FR004

ITEM # FR015 - FR017

ITEM # FP003 - FP005

The sides help to keep feet

Facilitates standing transfer
Foot plates fold away to the side

Ensures that feet are firmly in

Mobile dolly base

Pelvic cushions single or
double thickness (pair)3

ITEM # PL010 & PL012

contained. Easy height adjustability

Adjustable height
push handle

ITEM # DL002 - DL004

ITEM # FB002 - FB004

position

ITEM # PH018, PH020 & PH022

Easy to manoeuvre with swivel

For optimum push position

multi-positional casters

Provides hip and thigh support
Available in various sizes

Tray handrail half width

Knee blocks

Tray

ITEM # HR004

ITEM # KN001

ITEM # TR003 - TR005

Helps to stabilize upper limbs
Additionally can be used to attach toys

Provides knee position
Encourages hip abduction

Provides trunk support
Additionally can be used for activities.

1 Must be factory fitted at the time this product is ordered
2 Only available in conjunction with a Mobile dolly base, Reversible footboard or Skis with half & full footrest
3 Available as double cushions (pair) size 1+1in, 1.5+1in & 2+1in and singular cushions (pair) size 1in, 1.5in & 2in - please ask for ITEM #’s

